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(57) ABSTRACT 

Systems and methods for quickly and easily getting informa 
tion about, or included in, a paper document into a public or 
private digital page. One embodiment of an example system 
includes a scanner that generates scan information from at 
least a portion of a paper document and a processing system 
that receives the generated scan information from the scanner, 
accesses a database of digital documents, searches the data 
base based on the received scan information, locates a digital 
document corresponding to the paper document, and sends 
either the digital content or a hyperlink to the digital content 
to a predetermined Web page. 
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AUTOMATIC MODIFICATION OF WEB 
PAGES 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] The use of printed books and documents (hereafter 
referred to as simply “documents”) has been commonplace 
for many hundreds of years. Over the centuries, various tools 
and strategies have evolved to try to make more effective use 
of printed documents. These range from handwritten (or 
typed) notes on the contents of documents (either on the 
document itself or in a separate but related document), to 
highlighting passages in a document deemed to be of greater 
signi?cance, to manually copying passages from a document 
(or using a scanning copier, despite the fact that copyrights 
are often so infringed), to the simple act of including a printed 
index at the end of a document to facilitate locating informa 
tion on a speci?c topic. Many neW tools and strategies are 
needed noW that a document can be accessed in an electronic, 
searchable format such as a ?le on a local computer or a Web 

page that can be accessed With a browser. 

[0002] The relatively recent innovation of providing a 
searchable electronic copy of a document that canbe accessed 
using a standard personal computer is quite poWerful in 
increasing the ease With Which the desired contents can be 
accessed and utiliZed. When a traditional index is provided in 
such a context, once an entry is found, a single click of the 
mouse can take the user directly to the desired entry in the 
electronic text. Once a relevant entry has been found, its 
location can be retained as a “bookmark” and ?led according 
to the user’s choice, making future access to the location in the 
electronic document quick and easy. 
[0003] It is a problem that these very useful tools for Work 
ing With electronic documents cannot be used With the vast 
existing reserve of printed books and documents. Even 
though there are tremendous advantages that accrue With 
access to an electronic version of a document, these are obvi 
ously only available When such an electronic version is avail 
able (and a computer is available to access the electronic 
document). Even in those instances Where such an electronic 
version is available, this still does nothing to enhance the 
actual use of the paper document itself. Furthermore, When 
neWer revisions and updated versions of either the paper or 
the electronic version of a document become available, the 
oWner of a previous version generally has little recourse but to 
go and purchase a neW, updated copy of the material. 

[0004] As is Well knoWn in the art, by using traditional 
methods for document processing (such as, for example, a 
?atbed scanner combined With appropriate computer soft 
Ware for optical character recognition), a user can create an 

electronic version of a paper document. HoWever, in addition 
to the fact that such a task is laborious, time-consuming, and 
generally error-prone, it usually involves infringement of the 
copyright held by the author of the textbook in question. 
Further, even When an electronic version of a document is 
thus created, it is still subject to the limitations mentioned 
aboveia computer is required to make any use of the addi 
tional features offered, and no additional utility is provided 
for the paper document itself. Despite the prevalence of com 
puters, and despite the advantages conveyed by searchable 
electronic versions of documents, the continued Widespread 
preference for creating and using paper documents is a clear 
indication of hoW attractive they remain to the average user. 
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The portability, convenience, ease of vieWing, and even the 
“feel” of paper documents clearly retain a poWerful appeal to 
most individuals. 

[0005] Therefore, there exists a need to alloW users to easily 
navigate betWeen printed and electronic versions of docu 
ments. There also exists a need to alloW users to easily access 
electronic document versions or links of a paper document or 
article. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a system diagram illustrating a typical 
environment in Which embodiments of the system operate. 
[0007] FIG. 2 is a diagram of an example scanner used in 
the system shoWn in FIG. 1; 
[0008] FIG. 3 is a How diagram of an example process 
performed by the system of FIG. 1; 
[0009] FIG. 4 is a diagram ofan example paper document 
scanned by the scanner of FIG. 2; and 
[0010] FIG. 5 is a display ofan example Web log produced 
by the system of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0011] Systems and methods for quickly and easily getting 
information about, or included in, a paper document into a 
public or private digital page are described. An example sys 
tem includes a scanner that generates scan information of at 
least a portion of a paper document and a processing system 
in data communication With the scanner over a netWork. The 
processing system stores digital content corresponding to a 
plurality of paper documents into a database, receives the 
generated scan information from the scanner, searches the 
database to identify digital content associated With the 
received scan information, and sends at least one of a portion 
of the identi?ed digital content or an address associated With 
the identi?ed digital content to a netWork-accessible location 
being associated With the user, if results of that database 
search are positive. In one embodiment, the netWork-acces 
sible location is a Web log page associated With the user. 
[0012] In another embodiment of the disclosed innova 
tions, a blogger could scan some text from a paper document 
With a portable scanning device. The scanning device could 
either perform optical character recognition (OCR) on the 
scanned image or transmit either the raW image data or a 
partially processed version of the image data to a computer 
for remote OCR processing. The computer Would submit at 
least a portion of the text to a search engine that Would locate 
an electronic version of the paper document and return a 
hyperlink to the computer. The computer could then modify a 
predetermined blog page by adding an entry having at least a 
portion of the scanned text folloWed by a hyperlink to the 
electronic document. By optionally including a portion of the 
scanned text in the blog entry, the hyperlink can be put in 
context Without requiring the blogger to type any explanatory 
text. 

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates a typical environment 100 in 
Which some embodiments of the system operate. As illus 
trated, the example operating environment 100 includes a 
scanning device 102 (operative to graphically capture a por 
tion of a document 104), a computer 106, Wireless device 125, 
an account server 108 (having an account database), one or 
more document servers 110 (having document databases 
112), vendor server (having an item database), aggregator 
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server 160 (having an aggregator database 165), all intercon 
nected via a network such as the Internet 110. 

[0014] The computer 106 may include a memory contain 
ing computer executable instructions for processing an order 
request from scanning device 102 by obtaining an order. An 
example of an order could include an identi?er (such as a 
serial number of the scanning device 102 or an identi?er that 
uniquely identi?es the user of the scanner), scanning context 
information and/or scanned information that serves as the 
basis for a search of one or more document databases 112 to 

uniquely identify the digital document corresponding to the 
document 104 being scanned. The computer 106 also 
includes a processor and memory. In alternative embodi 
ments, operating environment 100 may include more or less 
components. 
[0015] In other embodiments, the system 100 includes a 
Wireless device 118, a vendor server 120 and an aggregator 
server 126. The servers 120 and 126 are coupled to each other 
via various sorts of netWorks (e. g., the Internet 130 or Wireless 
netWork 132). Regardless of the manner by Which the devices 
are coupled to each other, the scanning device 102, the com 
puter 106, the Wireless device 118, the account server 108, the 
document server 110, the vendor server 120 and the aggrega 
tor server 126 may be operable in accordance With Well 
knoWn commercial transaction and communication proto 
cols. In various embodiments, the functions and capabilities 
of the scanning device 102, the computer 106, and the Wire 
less device 118 may be Wholly or partially integrated into one 
device. Thus, the terms scanning device, computer and Wire 
less device, could refer to the same device depending upon 
Whether the device incorporates functions or capabilities cor 
responding to the roles of the scanning device 102, the com 
puter 106 and the Wireless device 118. 

[0016] Additionally, in various embodiments, the computer 
106 and the account server 108 may be Wholly or partially 
integrated. Thus, the terms computer and account server, as 
used herein, for the purpose of this speci?cation, including 
the claims, shall be interpreted With the meaning of an appro 
priately equipped device, operating in accordance With either 
a computer or an account server role. 

[0017] In accordance With another embodiment, an operat 
ing environment 100 includes a document server 110 that has 
speech recognition capabilities. In this environment, no scan 
ning device 102 is required, and in lieu of scanning a portion 
of a rendered document, the user reads aloud the portion of the 
document and the document server 110 performs speech rec 
ognition of the spoken text portion to generate the search 
query to be processed. For example, the user may place a 
telephone call from Wireless device 118 directly to an access 
number for document server 110, and in response to auto 
mated prompts, reads aloud the portion of the rendered docu 
ment. Because the ultimate task of the server is to identify a 
document Within its database corresponding to the spoken 
text (that may be assumed to occur Within the knoWn corpus 
of text Within the database), the task of correctly recognizing 
the spoken Words is vastly easier than the task of correctly 
recognizing spoken text When no such information is avail 
able to constrain the search domain. This speech-recognition 
based approach also has the advantage that it can be imple 
mented using the currently available technology 
infrastructure, and does not require a user base of individuals 
Who possess a scanning device 102. Thus, in the folloWing 
disclosure, functions described as being performed by a scan 
ner can alternatively be performed using a speech-recogni 
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tion-based approach. The unique user identity associated With 
the scanner may equivalently be associated With, for example, 
a cellular phone used to call document server 110. 

[0018] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
scanner 102. The scanner 102 may include various means for 
ascertaining a context of a scan. In FIG. 2, the scanner 102 
includes a scan port 150 to scan information from rendered 
documents, and various environmental sensors. The environ 
mental sensors include one or more of a lens 156 (eg an 

aperture to a camera or light-sensitive device), a pixelator 160 
to convert visual information of the environment into 
machine-compatible signals, a microphone 162 to convert 
sound of the environment (including spoken Words) into 
machine-compatible signals, a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) 166 to provide a location function, and a tactile sensor 
170 to provide sensitivity to contact signals. The scanner 102 
also may include logic 172 to interact With the various sen 
sors, possibly processing the received signals into different 
formats and/or interpretations. The logic 172 may be operable 
to fetch data and program instructions stored in associated 
memory such as RAM, ROM, or other suitable memory. The 
scanner 102 includes an interface 178 to communicate 
scanned information and environmental signals to a netWork 
and/or an associated computing device. 

[0019] As an example of one use of the scanner 102, a 
reader may scan some text from a neWspaper article With 
scanner 102. The text is scanned as a bit-mapped image via 
scan port 150. The logic 172 causes the bit-mapped image to 
be stored in memory 180. The logic 172 may also perform 
optical character recognition (OCR) or other post-scan pro 
cessing on the bit-mapped image to convert it to text or an 
intermediate form of processed image data. The scanner 102 
may then upload the bit-mapped image (or text or processed 
image data, if post- scan processing has been performed by the 
logic 172) to the computer 106 via the interface 178. 
[0020] The scanner 102 further includes a velocity sensor 
182 to sense velocity aspects of a scan action (eg hoW fast 
and in What direction a scan action occurs), an acceleration 
sensor 184 to detect acceleration aspects of a scan action, and 
a temperature sensor 188. Of course, not all scanner embodi 
ments may include each of these features, and some embodi 
ments may include additional features not found in the exem 
plary embodiment. 
[0021] FIG. 3 illustrates an example process 200 performed 
by the system shoWn in FIG. 1. First, at a block 202, a user 
scans a document using the scanning device 102. At a block 
204, information generated by the scanner 1 02 from the block 
202 is sent to the document server 110 or some other search 
ing system. Information uniquely identifying the scanner 
and/or the user (e.g., equipment serial numbers, billing infor 
mation, subscription account number, etc.) is sent With the 
scanned information. At a block 206, the document server 110 
or the searching system performs a search of documents 
stored in the database 112 or stored in a database distributed 
across the netWork 130 at various locations. At a decision 
block 210, the system 200 determines if there are results of the 
search. If there are no results of the performed search, then at 
a block 212, the document server 110 or the searching system 
sends a message that is presented to a user at the scanning 
device 102 or at the computer 106 or Wireless device 118. The 
transmitted message is an error message that indicates to the 
operator of the scanning device 102 that the search based on 
the scan that they performed failed to identify at least one 
corresponding document in the database. 
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[0022] If there are results from the search, then the process 
200 determines if the results are to go to one or more of a 

public or private location associated With the operator of the 
scanning device 102, see decision block 216. The results of 
the search, Whether they be a link to a netWork-based location 
of the found results (e.g., a hyperlink) or an actual document 
(or portion thereof) identi?ed in the search, are sent to a public 
location, at a block 220. The public location associated With 
the user can be in a number of different formats. A Web log 
(blog) is one example of a public location that receives the 
results of the search. In one embodiment, the blog is auto 
mated to automatically post the results of the search in various 
formats. Blogs are described in more detail beloW. If the 
results of the search determined at the decision block 216 go 
to a private location, then a private location associated With 
the user receives the results of the search, see block 218. 
Whether the search results go to a public or private location 
associated With the user, various information of the search 
and the user may be recorded for later use, see block 224. The 
information recorded may be used, for example, to establish 
or modify a ranking Within the document database 112 of any 
of the information or associated documents that Were scanned 
and searched, and also to provide various demographic infor 
mation With regard to the searcher (e.g., location, age, sex, 
etc.) and the items scanned by the searcher (Which may be 
used by the document server 110 to create other useful data 

bases). 
[0023] A blog is an online journal (the contraction of “Web 
log”) or a Website. A blog usually shoWs the folloWing pri 
mary characteristics: 

[0024] 
[0025] content unit is a “post” or an “entry”iit may not 
necessarily be text but also pictures, sounds, videos, etc.; 
[0026] posts are dated; 
[0027] full posts or summaries are displayed on the blog 
home page With the last or freshest ones on topithat posts are 
listed in reverse chronologic order makes it very easy to see if 
a blog has been updated recently, or appears to be stalled, it is 
therefore an incentive (along With dated posts) for authors to 
publish frequently in order to keep the content fresh; and 
[0028] posts are accessible through a permanent link and/or 
chronological archives (daily/Weekly/monthly, or a linear 
previous/next navigation). 
[0029] A blog may shoW the folloWing secondary charac 
teristics, Which are not necessarily distinctive of blogs but are 
instrumental in their adoption: 
[0030] the publication process is supported by a microcon 
tent or personal publishing systemithe emergence of those 
free or cheap systems Which help people Without knoWledge 
of Web technologies to easily publish content on the Web has 
been the key factor in the spread of blogs outside the Web 
savvy, geek community; 

frequently updated With neW content; 

[0031] a neWs feed is available for use With a neWs aggre 

gator; 
[0032] visitors may comment on posts, With or Without 
registration, and their comments may appear publicly along 
With the post. At any time, a blog author may decide on a 
post-by-post basis if comments are alloWed (most blogs alloW 
comments While most Web sites do not). Because most blogs 
alloW comments, a blo g may provide a neWsfeed that includes 
visitor comments to improve interaction betWeen publishers 
and their audience; 
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[0033] posts may be classi?ed by categories; 
[0034] each post may display a list of external links that 
point to it alloWing readers to discover more sources around a 
particular topicitechniques knoWn as TrackBacks, Ping 
backs and Referrer tracking alloW for the automatic creation 
of such back links betWeen tWo Websites; 
[0035] display a list of other blogs (blogolist) and Websites 
of interestithis is a great Way to discover neW blogs and also 
gives a better idea of Who are the authors by seeing Who they 
link to; and 
[0036] each time a blog is updated, the blog may “ping” 
(i.e. signal to) a server that indexes and publishes a list of 
recently updated blogs (e.g. daypop). 
[0037] FIG. 4 illustrates an article that is presented in a 
publication that a user may scan. The scan of a portion of the 
text may record enough information to perform an accurate 
search for an electronic copy of the associated document that 
is stored in the document database 112 or at a database asso 
ciated With a vendor (e.g., publisher). After the user has 
scanned a portion of the document, the search is performed 
and the results of the search are sent to either a private or 
public location associated With the user depending upon some 
preset criteria. 
[0038] In another embodiment, the article includes an icon 
300 or other type of graphic image or text that When high 
lighted by the scanner 102 automatically sends any of the 
results of the search directly to the blog associated With the 
user. Of course, the control icon 300 does not necessarily have 
to be on the paper document that includes the article. The 
control icon 300 may be scanned from any document. For 
example, the user may carry a Wallet-siZed card With various 
control icons that the user may scan to cause the system 100 
to perform certain actions. For example, the user may scan a 
control icon 300 Which causes the text from the next scan to be 
submitted to a search engine and the search results automati 
cally posted to a predetermined blog. 
[0039] FIG. 5 illustrates a blog 320 associated With the user 
of the scanner. The results of the scanning of the article as 
shoWn in FIG. 4 may result in a link to that article being 
automatically entered and stored into the blog as a hyperlink 
322. When a vieWer selects the hyperlink 322, the digital 
article or a Web page associated With the article is presented. 
This may also occur if the user scanned the icon 300 from the 
publication. Also, if the user has recorded his voice over the 
microphone 162 of the scanner 102, and desires that this voice 
recording be accessible through his blog 320, an audio (e.g., 
voice) icon 326 is presented on his blog 320. When a visitor 
vieWing blog 320 activates the voice icon 326, the user’s 
previously stored voice recording is played back to the visitor 
Who activated the voice icon 326. 
[0040] While the system has been illustrated and described, 
as noted above, many changes can be made Without departing 
from its spirit and scope. Accordingly, the scope of the inven 
tion is not limited by such illustration and description. 
Instead, the invention should be determined entirely by ref 
erence to the claims that folloW. 

1-19. (canceled) 
20. A method in a computing system for automatically 

modify a distinguished document, comprising: 
receiving a text string recogniZed in an image captured 

from a rendered document; 
identifying a document containing the received text string; 

and 
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modifying the distinguished document to include a link to 
the identi?ed document. 

21. The method of claim 20 Wherein the distinguished 
document is a Web page. 

22. The method of claim 20 Wherein the capture is per 
formed by a distinguished user, the method further compris 
ing identifying the distinguished document as corresponding 
to the distinguished user. 

23. The method of claim 20, further comprising modifying 
the distinguished document to include a contiguous portion of 
text in the identi?ed document that contains the received text 
during. 

24. The method of claim 20 Wherein the link that the 
distinguished document is modi?ed to include comprises a 
URL. 

25. The method of claim 20, further comprising analyZing 
the captured image to recogniZe the received text string. 

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising capturing 
the image from the rendered document. 

27. A computer-readable medium having contents capable 
of causing a computing system to perform a method for 
automatically modifying a distinguished document, the 
method comprising: 

receiving an image captured from a rendered document; 
on the basis of the received image, identifying a document 

corresponding to the rendered document from Which the 
image Was captured; and 

modifying the distinguished document to include a link to 
the identi?ed document. 

28. The computer-readable medium of claim 27 Wherein 
the distinguished document is a Web page. 

29. The computer-readable medium of claim 27 Wherein 
the capture is performed by a distinguished user, the method 
further comprising identifying the distinguished document as 
corresponding to the distinguished user. 

30. The computer-readable medium of claim 27, the 
method further comprising modifying the distinguished 
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document to include a contiguous portion of text in the iden 
ti?ed document that is shoWn in the received image. 

31. The computer-readable medium of claim 27 Wherein 
the link that the distinguished document is modi?ed to 
include comprises a URL. 

32. The computer-readable medium of claim 27, the 
method further comprising capturing the image from the ren 
dered document. 

33. A computing system for automatically modifying a 
distinguished document, comprising: 

a receiver that receives an image captured from a rendered 
document; 

an identi?cation subsystem that, on the basis of the 
received image, identi?es a document corresponding to 
the rendered document from Which the image Was cap 
tured; and 

a distinguished document modi?cation subsystem that 
modi?es the distinguished document to include a link to 
the identi?ed document. 

34. The computing system of claim 33 Wherein the distin 
guished document is a Web page. 

35. The computing system of claim 33 Wherein the capture 
is performed by a distinguished user, further comprising a 
distinguished document identi?cation sub system that identi 
?es the distinguished document as corresponding to the dis 
tinguished user. 

36. The computing system of claim 33 Wherein the distin 
guished document modi?cation subsystem further modi?es 
the distinguished document to include a contiguous portion of 
text in the identi?ed document that is shoWn in the received 
image. 

37. The computing system of claim 33 Wherein the link that 
the distinguished document modi?cation sub system modi?es 
the distinguished document to include comprises a URL. 

38. The computing system of claim 33, further comprises 
an image sensor that captures the image from the rendered 
document. 


